Design Technology Summer 2

Year One
One day on our Blue
planet
Den making to
construct animal
hides in the
outdoor area.)
WALT: talk about
ideas and say what
will be done.
WALT: describe what
we will do using
pictures and words
WALT: make simple
models
WALT: identify
materials and
mechanisms in
familiar products.
WALT: use simple
construction kits.
WALT: explore how
structures can be
made stronger, stiffer
and more stable

Year Two
10 things I can do to
help my world
Recycling explore and
evaluate a range of
existing products

Year Three
The great Kapok tree

Year Four
A boy and a bear in a boat

Year Five
The Adventures of Odysseus

Year Six
Sensational

Food cooking
techniques foods
relating the amazon

chariot transport making

(design colour and
sensational menus)

WALT: generate ideas
and make plans

WALT: measure and
weigh out in grams

(moving raft)
WALT: understand how
wheels, axels and turning
mechanisms work together

WALT: use plans to show
how to put ideas into
practise

WALT: explain our ideas
clearly

WALT: to select tools for
folding, joining or rolling
WALT: select tools and
techniques appropriate
to the job
WALT: use like and
dislike when evaluating
or describing

WALT: measure and cut
precisely to mm

WALT: use permanent and
temporary fastenings to
join

WALT: use sketches to show
design ideas and make choices

WALT: suggest elements
that they could improve

WALT: understand how
hinges and levers work
together

WALT: make more complex
designs to include belts,
pulleys and other mechanisms

WALT: select our own
ingredients when
cooking and baking

WALT: collect and use
information to generate
ideas

WALT: meet an identified need
by selecting materials

WALT: make good
presentation of food

WALT: add electricity to
create motion

WALT: understand safe
food storage

Children can trial and
investigate what types of
food and corresponding
recipes would be
appropriate for a long sea
journey. (make a savoury
dish typical on a long ocean
trip)
WALT: prepare and cook a
savoury dish
WALT: to understand how
ingredients are caught

WALT: use various sources of
information to draw designs
WALT: select materials and
components according to their
function

WALT: research
products using the
internet
WALT: use our
knowledge of art when
designing
WALT: produce a menu
WALT: prepare and cook
savoury dishes (2
lessons to look at
different cooking
techniques)
WALT: apply the
principles of healthy and
varied diet

